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Eddy currents in Booster Vacuum Chambers 

The eddy currents in the vat::llulnr=h,~Ir~~~ers of the booster magnets and 
some of their consequences are discussed. These effects appear to 
be large enough to merit special attention. Possible ways to mini- 
mize some of them are described. 

The variation with time of the magnetic fields in cycling synchro- 
trons induce eddycurrents in the metallic parts of their magnets. 
These eddycurrents can delay and distort the guiding field. The 
effect is usually most, pronounced at in,jection, when the ratio B/B 
tends to be high. Thi.s is particu%arly so in fast c.ycl:ing machines 
with metallic vacuumcharnbers, in part because the eddycurrents in 
the vacuumchamber waI.ls represent sources of field close ,to the 
particle tra,jectories,. We investigate this effect for t,he booster 
proposed by BNL a.nd find that it is sufficiently large to merit 
special attention. It :Ls studied first separately for the dipoles 
and the yuadrupoles . One conclusion is that the time delays in the 
dipoles could be rather larger than they are in the quaclrupoles. 
Then some potential consequences of such differences in timedelays 
are discussed. I t i s found that they may induce time dependent 
variation of the focussing properties that can be large enough to 
require compensatin8r:. . The effect !I1 f the eddycurrents on the 
fieldshape in the dipoles is also considered , separate11 for a 
constant B and for a B that varies sinusoidally with time, as a 
consequence of, e.g. , ripple in the powersupply. E'or the former 
the wel.1 known contribu';ion to tile sextupolefield is recovered, the 
latter appefars to induce very complex behaviour of the f ieldshape 
with time. 
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1 Dipoles __L_._-.. 

The dipoles have wir;clc:!~~framl~-type yokes w i. t.h airgaps in? f width 
w?J = 10" and height; g = 3 l/4". A stainless steel vacuumchamber of 
somewhat complex cross-section is placed within these gaps. The 
gapfield B is essentially uniform over the extent of the chamber in 
the absence of eddy c:ur:Tents. However, the field must vary perio- 
dically <a s function Of time and eddy-currents are generated in 
consequence. These currents delay and distort the net field 
relative to the intended one . They ) and the fields they ,generate, 
are proportional in magnitude to the rate of change of the main 
field and therefore: c:onstant (,in time) if the rate of change is 
constant. We make u::e IQf this constancy in esti.mnting the 
magnitude of this eddy-current effect as function of the rate of 
change of the mainfield It, is also convenient to replace the 
actual VacUUmchaIIIber by an imaginary one of rectangular cross- 
section. We give this :imnginary chamber ,a width w = 7" , a height 
h _. 2 3/4" and a walli;hickness & yet to be determined. The eddy- 
current density varies linearly with the distance x t 0 the 
centerlines of top- and bottom cove.rs and is zero on those 
centerlines according to : 

where cc' represents the eLectr.icaL conductivity of the material and 
I3 the rate of chan.ge c:~f the mainfield. This current distihution, 
together with the currents in the sidewalls, gives rise31 to an eddy 
current induced field ac;cording to : 

On the centerline x q : 0. 90 that there: 

One may say that the: dipole :field is delayed, relative t,o the main 
field by: 

At 

It is also distorted by a sextupole field of strength: 

That this field appears as a 
shape assumed for the vacuum 
practice according to the 

( q o . 25713;r:~ ‘I’ ) (1.5) 

pture sextupole is a consequence of the 
Chamber, it will be more complex in 
actual distribution of metal in the 

chamber cross-sectic~n. The location of the chamber in the gap will 
affect the f i e 3. d shape al so . Hecau,se of the symmetry the 
dipole-type multipoles ( i . (-3. mu.L,tipol es of order 2!2n--1)) will 
dominate. In the nu.mer.icnl examples we used v q l.0 mho:'m for the 
stain 1 es s .steel of the ~JaT3l.llxlnc=l~a.mbFi~jer ctlniJ 4 = 1 , 5 mm for its wall- 
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thickness. In proton operation the guide fi.eld is to syi.ng from 
0.156T ,to 0. 411T and back i.n 0. 1 set thus the smallest B possib1.e 
is 5.1 T/set. At i.n.jec';ion the corresponding field offset &I3 is 
then@ = -1.64 m?', that is, 1.05%. 

The situation is not, so simple if dE/dt varies with time, because 
the field is pulsed wi.th an approximately triangular puLse with a 
fundamental frequency of up to IOHz or due to rippl.e in the main 
powersupp:Ly, for examplf?. There are three effects: 

1. . the field within the vacuumchamber is shifted in phase relati- 
ve to the current in the coi.l.s, the phase shift depending on 
frequency ; 

2 . the fieldshape i:j perturbed, the degree of perturbation de- 
pends on frequency; 
3. because the impedance of the magnet is a complicated function 

of frequency, the relation between the voltage rippIe of the 
power-supply and -:.he cur.rent ripple in the magnet is also 
complicated. 

It is convenient to subdivide the space in the gap :i. n three 
regions: the two rE:g:i on9 under the poles to the left and right 
vertical walls of t,he vacuumchamber v the third one the space 
enclosed by that chamber. The vertical walls act as localized 
conductors of relativel:i low resistance. Together they may be 
re,garded as a separa-:,e loop in which considerable current is 
induced. This loop is -the dominant. source of phase shifts and 
delays. The top a.nd bottom covers of the chamber car1 be seen as 
extended sheets r:I f relatively high resistivity and are the 
principal source elf field distortions . .In estimating this effect 
we assume that the magnet is driven by a sinusoidal current of 
predetermined frequ.ency . irsing standard eddy current formalism we 
calculate first the fie:Ld distribution inside the vacuumchamber in 
terms of the B at the innersurfaces of the vertical chamberwalls. 
From this we obtain the total flux embraced by the loop formed by 
those walls. Then we ca:Lculate the current induced in that loop, 
using the flux ,just obti3ined and the resistance of the loop. Z;ince 
the B on the inner surface I:>f the walls is det,ermined by both the 
magnet current and the loop current. we can IiCW calculate the magnet 
current that is necessary to obtain that H. Finally WE: calcula-te 
the total flux passing through the gap and use it to de:,E:rmi.ne the 
terminal voltage CIf -the magnet a.55 well as its impedance. We 
disregard any effects due to .the distributed capacitances; and stray 
inductances in the magnet coils since they are not pert.inent f or 
this problem. We al.50 disregard ?:,he currents in the lami nations of 
the yoke , although t,hese might very well be of consequence, and the 
leakage inductance of -the loop formed by the vertical ws~l1.s of the 
vacuumchamber. Thi :, leakage occurs if the height of the 1,ralls is 
less than the gapheight and/or the relluctance of the iron yoke is 
not zero. TJsing the conventional complex notation for time 
dependent variables, We obtain for B( .x 1 within the chamber as 
function of horizontal. position x relative to the chamber axis: 

( 1 . fii ) 
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For all practical. purpo:ses 1:x 2:: $ 2:: ( IX) !.J 0 fr'>j / g ) % = 0 .:j788 where, as 
before, 

I!- :: 1 i)S mhc7im , f3lectrical conductivity of I:'? k.) V_ 
,.$ -. - 1 .5 mm, thickness of top and 13ottc:rm covers 
62 z 3 %", gap height 
w z '7", width of top or bottom covers 

and where nu 1: rn,/2,rl , frequency 

Using this, we obtain via 

P 
t! 

where 
tan 
tan 

and where 

(I31 ) = tanh(l:xx) .tan(r':;x) 
(tie ) = tanh.(;:xw,/L' ) . tan(Ow/Z!) 

- B(w/z) i,:j the field along the inner surfaces ..-. - 
of the vertical chamberwalls. 

(1.7) 

Expression (1.6) shows -:hat the field is modified in a complex 
manner: both its amplit;ude and its phase depend upon the transverse 
position x. On the axis we have: 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Integrating (1. 5) we find for the flux th3-iti pauses betFJri:rr?n the 

vertical chamberwall s per meter azimuthal lengt~h : 

and for the electric fit? Ld that is generated in those wal IZj : 

The current in the waI1::; is then: 

where h < g is their height. The cLlrrent IC in the excitation 
coils can now be determ:ined via the reJ ation: 



resulting in 

i (1.14) 

Wit,h the relation E<w I\ IC j known, one can calculate the magnet 
impedance per unit length dZ,/dl. For this one needs the total flux 
that links the coil. We take for the effective fieldwidth the 
polewidth wp plus a gapheight g. The two regions outside the 
vacuumchamber have then a combined width ws = wp + g - w. The flux 
in these regions is only driven by the coil current IC . Adding it 
to the f:Lux that, l-inks the vacuumcI:hamber we find for the flux that 
links the coil: 

Psi I: + _ tfl................... .,.........,.......... 
1 + %,;(> (y,Ji 11 .!g A 

The magnet impedance per unit length dZ/dl is then: 

It should be noted -;hat our expressions are norrnrilixed to an 
excitation coil of one -:.urn, 112 has to be changed to nIc , and Z to 
nzZ, if it has n turns. It .is clear, that we disregarded the ohmic 
resistance of the coil in determining Z . We may now calculate the 
magnetic field within the vacuumchamber as function 02' the coil 
current Ic or as funct.ion of the magnet terminal voltage IJ = Z . 1~ . 

The analytical express il:lns become cumbersome and are not particu- 
larly enlightening. We do not reproduce them here, and give the 
results Of a numerical evaluation of &3/U, Do /I and Z as2 functions 
of frequf3ncy instead.. They are summarized in figs 1 -. 3, which 
show the behaviour of amplitude and phase of each function. The 
phase is given as, an angle in the case of Z = tJ,/'Ic and as a 
timedelay t q M/(x> in the case of Bo /I and of BQ /II. 



2 ._--. Quadrupoles 
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The quadrupoles have iron yokes with f ou r e.xpressed pal es in a 
quadrupolar symmetry. We assume a circular cy.lir~dric:al. vacuum- 
chamber of stainless, steel with a diameter 2R of 8 I1 311 d with a 
wallthickness 5' stil 1. -,o be determined. We take it to be immersed 
in a truly quadrupola2 field R such that 

l& ( r , (3 ) z ij ’ . I- . z, j_n : zc{! ) ( jyj ( 1.. ) <,:.I ) z fj’ . r. !=~>s(${l) (2.1) 

where r and 0 repros ent pas it ion coordinates and B'= 13'(L) the 

fieldgradient. Because the field changes with time eddy currents 
are induced in the metallic vacuumchamber which genera-te an eddy 
current field. That field has again ,quadrupolar symmetry and a 
magnitude that is proportional wi_th the rate of change of the main 
field. It follows that the perturbing field is constant, Ln time if 
the rate of change of the main field is constant. Assluming that it 
is, we find for the eddy current distribution in the vacuumchamber: 

These last expressions assume that the reluctance beyond the outer 
surface of the vacuumchamber wall is negli geably smal.1. That would 

require that the yoke consists of a block of high+r maserial that 
fits tightly all around the vacuumchamber. In the act u a 1 
quadrupoles such a tigh-t. fi.t exists only near the poietips , This 
does not affect the strength of the eddy current quadrupole very 
much but introduces 4(2n-3.) poles. The shape and location of the 
vacuumchamber are also potential sources of distortion of the eddy 
current field. It is -t.herefore important to have it properly 
centered and to give its shape at least quadrupolar symmetry if it 
can not be circular, this symmetry ensures that only 4!2n--1) poles 
are intro- duced and no others . One may say, in the same spirit as 
for the dipoles, that the eddy currents delay the actual quadrupole 
field relative to 1;he expected one by 

if ,y = 1.5 mm, as in the dipole . It fellows that the offset of the 
quadrupole fields relative to their nornina. value is: 

at the nominal instant of pt-ctO~-1 in_iection. 



Consequences 3. 
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The consequences of these eddy currents depend in part on the way 
the dipo:Les and the quadrupoles are excited. We consider only two 
of the many possible arrangements: in the first one all. main exci- 
tation coi.ls of a11. major magnets, dipoles and quadrup&Les , are 
connected in seri.es, and supplied from a single powersupply, in the 
other the dipoles and quadrupoles form two separate chains , each 
with its own supply. .lf trar~smissior~line-like effects are neglec- 
ted, all magnets see the same driving current in the first _, case 
while the dipole and quadrupole currents are mutl.lally semi- 
independent in the second (they are still coupled via the 
powergrid). We have seen that the eddy currents in the vacuum 
chamber of a magnet delay th e magnetic field within it relative to 
the driving current . Eddy currents in the other metallic 
components , e.g., in the polepieces and in the yoke, contribute to 
this delay. If the magnets in a chain all. have the .same net delay, 
the whole f ielcl pa!tte:rn ! disregarding the multipoles due to eddy 
currents for the moment, is shifted by that amount. relative to the 
driving current and no error, apart from an easily compensated 
timing error, is genera-ted. Different delays in individual. magnets 
however, cause changes in field pattern that change with field 
level, i.e., with the energy of the synchronous particle . E.g., a 
difference in the de Lays i3 f dipoles and quadrupo:LE:s causes a 
modulation of the t~et,at:~or~ frequencies wi.tt1 synchronous energy i f 
the closed orbit is kept. fixed. The magnitude of the effect is 
e a Cj i 1 y ca.lcl~later~: 

relative error in dipole field: 
AL3 _ B I.. 

B 
_ ‘B”‘. &f-d i p 

relative error in quadrupole field: 

shift in tune: 

where N is the number of cel.Ls and A)$ the phase advance per cell. 
The numerical exampl e a:pplies if the dipoles and quadrupo:Les are in 
series. From this, ad from the rough numbers already given, we 
have at 

proton injection (I3 = 0.156 'I', 5 = 5.1 T/s~c): 63 = -0,0206 
proton extraction (I3 = 0.411 T, fi = 5.1 T/set): /, $= -0.C~O78 

if the dipoles and qusdrupoles are electrically in series without 
further corrections. Expression (3.1) shows that the effect in- 
creases with increasing dB/dt y with decreasing B and with increa- 
Sing difference between delays (Atdip --&quad ), it would therefore 
be worst at the injection of the heaviest ions, for which Ri nj is 
lowest and Bex highest. 



4 Remedies -...-.L 

There are three different cures for this problem. A very simple 
one is to make the cliffere~nce in delays zero. This can be done by 
apropriate adjustment of the wall thicknesses of the Lracuumcham- 
hers. It follows from expressions (1.3) and (2.4), that; the delays 
due to the vacuumc~lan:be.rs in dipole and quadrupoles are eq~.laf if : 

One expects that de I .9 y differer1ce.s due t (7 the differences in 
structure of the dipole and quadrupole yokes, if of any consequen- 
ce, can be controled i.3 a similar manner I e.g., by adjustment of 
the resistivity and/or thickness of the iron laminations. It is 
evident from the examples above that there is no need for high 
accuracy. It may be seen from (4.1), that the condition for equal 
delays is independent f.rom the value of dI/dt. This means that, in 
first approximation, the magnetic fields behave synchronously, even 
if dI/dt changes during the accelerating cycle. Only in first 
approximation, because the various eddycurrent circuits exhibit a 
multitude of timeconstants so that the effective f.Ields do not 
necessarily remain matched w.hile dI/dt changes from one value to 
another. One expects t:nis to be a minor effect. 

Another possibility ‘- to _L 13 restrict the magnitude of I/I. This 
implies in general, th'st dI,/dt will have to be reduced when I i s 
small, i.e., early in the accelerating cycle, using the magnet 
power supply as a properly programmed function generator. This can 
be done, though perhap,S not without increasing its ripple compo- 
nent. The consequences of such ripple will have to be studied. A 
third one is to have thl2 dipole chain and the quadrupole chain 
separately excited and to delay the quadrupole powersupply With 
respect to the dipole pl>wersupply by the difference in dipole and 
quadrupole delay time 5 . The ripple currents to dipolechain and 
quadrupolechain are lik~ely to be rather different in amplitudes and 
phases in this arraneemsnt because their impedances are different. 

Conclusion 5 . 

It is evident that thi:~ discusSion just skims 
subject, any rea:L magnet can be expected to 
complex manner than the simple model used for 

the s u r f ,a c e of its 
behave in a much more 
our estimElte:3 . These 

estimates show however 'effects of sufficient magnitude to require 
further investigation. It is advisable to measure the? impedance- 
and transfer func tion:s as functic~ris of frequency of prototypes of 
dipole dipoles and q_lusdrupoles before deciding on the arrangement 
of circuits, poW~?rSupE>:Lie.s , characteristic.s of paSSive/active 
ripple filters etc. 
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